
sEWING MACHINE COVER,
sEWING PILLOW & PIN CUsHIONs

5388

DesigneD for Woven fabrics.
Suggested Fabrics: Cotton, cotton types, calicos; Sewing machine cover 
also in pre-quilted fabrics

KWIK•sEW®
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SEWING MACHINE COVER
Sewing machine cover fits standard size machine and 
can be made with pre-quilted fabric, or with two lay-
ers of fabric and fleece. Outer and bottom edges are 
finished with double folded bias tape.
Material Required: 
For Quilted Fabric: 5/8 yd (0.60 m) of 45” (115 cm) or 
60” (152 cm) wide 
For Two Layers of Fabric & Fleece: Fabric - 1 1/4 yd 
(1.15 m) of 45” (115 cm) or 60” (152 cm) wide. 
Fleece - 5/8 yd (0.60 m) of 45” (115 cm) or 60” (152 
cm) wide 
Notions: Thread, 3 3/4 yd (3.45 m) of double-fold bias 
tape.

LAP SEWING PILLOW
Lap sewing pillow is made from two different fabrics 
and is designed to relieve tension on hands and fore-
arms while hand stitching.
Material Required: 
Fabric - 3/4 yd (0.70 m) of 45” (115 cm) or 60” (152 cm) 
wide. Contrast Fabric - 3/8 yd (0.35 m) of 32” (80 cm) 
wide (minimum width) 
Notions: Thread, polyester fiberfill.

PIN CUSHIONS
View A square pin cushion is made from two or more 
different fabrics and is stuffed, and has decorative 
button in center. 

View B round pin cushion is made from two or more 
different fabrics and is stuffed. Sides are drawn in and 
shaped with decorative string and has decorative but-
ton in center.

View C cube shaped pin cushion is stuffed, and made 
from twenty four squares cut from various different 
color fabrics, and has a decorative button in the center 
of each side.

Material Required: 
VIEW A: One 6” x 6” (15 cm x 15 cm) and four 6” x 4” 
(15 cm x 10 cm) pieces of fabric. 
VIEW B: One 6” x 6” (15 cm x 15 cm) and four 4” x 4” 
(10 cm x 10 cm) pieces of fabric, 
VIEW C: Various pieces of fabrics to cut twenty four 2” 
x 2” (5 cm x 5 cm) squares.
Notions: Thread, stuffing, decorative buttons. 
View B - decorative string or embroidery floss.
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